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across the industry spectrum
struggle to find ROI in RFID,
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rates of the embedded inlays.

Tests have
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and read successfully and reliably over a

rates as high as those associated with cases
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innovative approach to
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results are illustrated in Figure 4.
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Approaches

What HIDE-Pack users
think of the technology

FIBRE CONTENT REDUCTION

“It’s simple, cost-effective and
reliable. Simply one of the
greatest innovations to take place
in the corrugated industry over
the past decade.”

Because HIDE-Pack integrates the
RFID inlay to the structure of the
package, it represents the simplest
form RFID can take. This is in
opposition to RFID smart labels,
which require paper and energy

Today, companies implementing
RFID across their supply chain
typically use one of two
approaches:

during the converting process.

(1)

Slap-and-Ship

For a large US retailer alone,

need for labels, not only is HIDE-Pack more

replacing smart labels with HIDE-

cost-effective both for consumables – an inlay is

Pack-enabled intelligent boxes

after all RFID in its simplest form – and capital

would help reduce greenhouse gas

equipment, but it also reduces the fibre content

emissions by 10,000 tons every

on the packaging medium.

year! HIDE-Pack clearly is the
RFID-enabling technology which

HIDE-Pack-enabled corrugated cases have

will leave the smallest

also

environmental footprint.

been

shown

to

be

repulpable

and

The HIDE-Pack process has also been

This approach implies manually

proven to have no effect on the product

applying RFID smart labels to the

quality and integrity.

surface of cases. It is labor-

In trials of the HIDE-

Pack system using numerous inlay sizes, no

intensive and incurs high

loss of top-to-bottom compression strength in

consumables costs.

packaging

structures

was

observed

statistically, as indicated in Figure 2.

(2)

Print-and-Apply

recyclable. A trial performed in a 100% recycled
A slightly more automated version

linerboard mill, whose products are approved by

RECYCLABILITY

Figure 3: HIDE-Compliant RFID-Enabled
Corrugated Cases Being Produced on a
Flexo-Folder-Gluer at 900 fpm

Health Canada, showed that conventional
contaminant removal equipment is effective at

The biggest concern about the
recyclability of RFID inlays is their
ability to be removed from a stream
of repulped containers. Through
extensive testing in recycled pulp
and paper mills, HIDE-Pack has
shown its intelligent boxes with on-

Further advantages provided by the HIDE-

the recycled fibre.

Pack concept include robustness to various

BENEFITS FOR PACKAGING

performance of identification technologies,

MANUFACTURERS

and more specifically RFID infrastructures,

From the box plant point of view, trials have

namely:

Moreover, HIDE-Pack drastically reduces the

shown that the integration of the HIDE-Pack

total

technology to a box-making line does not affect

board RFID inlays to be 100%

cost

of

application

of

RFID.

repulpable, and to have no impact

Consumables in the form of traditional RFIDon the ensuing pulp quality.

Exposure to moisture
Electrostatic discharges

its productivity or product quality.

for instance –are effective at

savings are achieved by avoiding operational

The HIDE-Pack system was designed to be

costs of printer-based systems. These cost

non-invasive to current package manufacturing

areas

inventory,

processes. Trials run over a range of speeds of

maintenance and repair labor and increased

6,000-18,000 units/hour showed no effect on

line stoppages for equipment failures and

productivity.

label maintenance.

inlays prior to their application limits rejects at

include

spare

parts

removing all RFID inlay
components from a given pulp
stream.

On-line rejection of unreadable

the post-application verification station to less

2

lines. It is thus more capital
intensive, and incurs the same
high consumables costs as slapand-ship.

WHY HIDE-PACK
MAKES SENSE

Physical damage incurred during case

enabled labels are avoided, and substantial

mills – screens and hydrocyclones

which are installed on packing

This Month’s Q&A Technology Tips

Conventional contaminant removal
equipment used in recycled paper

replaces manual labor with RFID
smart label printer-applicators,

isolating the stream of inlay components from

conditions typically known to degrade the
Figure 1: Comparison between a
Traditional RFID Implementation Approach
and the HIDE-Pack Solution

of slap-and-ship, this approach

From a sustainability standpoint, HIDE-Pack

than 0.1%, and ensures 100% functional

clearly generates benefits. By eliminating the

intelligent box shipments to the end users.

Figure 2: Variability Charts of Top-toBottom Compression Tests Results
Performed on HIDE-Enabled Cases
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packing operations. With

The HIDE-Pack technology fits easily to a

US-based RFID testing facility showed that

packaging that has on-board

wide variety of package-making equipment,

the

RFID technology, RFID

ranging from corrugated cases to folding

corrugated cases did not degrade between

implementation has never been

carton. Figure 3 shows a flexo-folder-gluer

their shipping from the box plant to their

so easy and affordable.

producing HIDE-compliant corrugated cases.

reception in a distribution centre. A sample
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HIDE-Pack-enabled
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